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Abstract

Natural language inference (NLI) datasets
(e.g., MultiNLI) were collected by solicit-
ing hypotheses for a given premise from an-
notators. Such data collection led to an-
notation artifacts: systems can identify the
premise-hypothesis relationship without ob-
serving the premise (e.g., negation in hy-
pothesis being indicative of contradiction).
We address this problem by recasting the
CommitmentBank for NLI, which contains
items involving reasoning over the extent to
which a speaker is committed to complements
of clause-embedding verbs under entailment-
canceling environments (conditional, nega-
tion, modal and question). Instead of being
constructed to stand in certain relationships
with the premise, hypotheses in the recast
CommitmentBank are the complements of the
clause-embedding verb in each premise, lead-
ing to no annotation artifacts in the hypoth-
esis. A state-of-the-art BERT-based model
performs well on the CommitmentBank with
85% F1. However analysis of model behavior
shows that the BERT models still do not cap-
ture the full complexity of pragmatic reason-
ing, nor encode some of the linguistic general-
izations, highlighting room for improvement.

1 Introduction

Natural language inference (NLI), the task of
identifying whether a hypothesis can be in-
ferred from, contradicted by, or not related to a
premise, has become one of the standard bench-
mark tasks for natural language understanding.
NLI datasets, such as SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015)
and MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018), are typi-
cally built by asking annotators to compose sen-
tences based on premises extracted from cor-
pora, so that the composed sentences stand in en-
tailment/contradiction/neutral relationship to the
premise. The hypotheses collected this way have

Premise: A: Boy that’s scary, isn’t it. B: Oh, can you imag-
ine, because it happens in the middle of the night, so you
know, these parents didn’t know the kid was gone until the
kid is knocking on the door screaming, let me in.
Hypothesis: the kid was gone. Entailment (1.92)

Premise: “Clever”. Klug means “clever”. Would you say
that Abie was clever?
Hypothesis: Abie was clever. Neutral (0)

Premise: GM confirmed it received U.S. antitrust clearance
to boost its holding. Sansui Electric agreed to sell a 51%
stake to Polly Peck of Britain for $110 million. Still, analysts
said the accord doesn’t suggest Japan is opening up to more
foreign takeovers.
Hypothesis: Japan is opening up to more foreign takeovers.

Contradiction (-1.2)

Table 1: Examples from the CommitmentBank, with
NLI class and original annotation mean.

been found to contain annotation artifacts – clues
allowing systems to identify the relationship be-
tween a premise and a hypothesis without observ-
ing the premise. For instance, Gururangan et al.
(2018) found that in SNLI and MultiNLI, negation
is highly indicative of contradiction and generic
nouns (e.g., animal, something) of entailment.

To address this issue, we recast the Commit-
mentBank (CB henceforth) (de Marneffe et al.,
2019), an English dataset of speaker commit-
ment/event factuality, for NLI.1 The original Com-
mitmentBank includes naturally occurring dis-
courses annotated with speaker commitment to-
wards the content of complements of clause-
embedding verbs under entailment-canceling en-
vironments (negation, modal, question and con-
ditional). CB does not suffer from the drawback
of annotation artifacts in the hypotheses, since
the hypotheses are the complement of a clause-
embedding verb in the premise. It thus tests for

1The recast CommitmentBank is part of the SuperGLUE
benchmark (Wang et al., 2019a), at https://super.
gluebenchmark.com.

https://super.gluebenchmark.com
https://super.gluebenchmark.com
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inferences involving a particular kind of syntactic
construction and contains no annotation artifacts
in the hypothesis, making it suitable to test for ro-
bust language understanding.

CB has many challenging aspects which are
highlighted in various adversarial NLI datasets. It
can be thought of as a variant of HANS (McCoy
et al., 2019), which contains examples where the
hypothesis is a subsequence or a constituent of
the premise. It contains several phenomena in the
“stress tests” (Naik et al., 2018) including word
overlap, negation, and length mismatch. However
these datasets are artificially constructed while CB
data are naturally occurring.

Here we evaluate BERT, the state-of-the-art
model in NLI, on CB. While BERT models
achieve good performance with supervision from
both CB and MultiNLI, they still struggle with
items involving pragmatic reasoning and lag be-
hind human performance. Experiments show that
BERT does not use the linguistic generalizations
for speaker commitment to make predictions, al-
though BERT can learn them with direct supervi-
sion. CB is thus a useful benchmark for measuring
progress on robust natural language understanding
and specifically speaker commitment inferences.

2 The CommitmentBank

To study the linguistic correlates of speaker com-
mitment in English, de Marneffe et al. (2019) in-
troduced the CommitmentBank dataset.2 It con-
sists of naturally occurring English items with up
to two sentences of preceding context and one tar-
get sentence, from three genres: newswire (Wall
Street Journal), fiction (British National Corpus),
and dialogue (Switchboard). The target sentences
contain a clause-embedding verb (such as think)
in an entailment-canceling environment (negation,
modal, question, or conditional). Each item has at
least 8 annotations indicating the extent to which
the speaker of the sentences are committed to the
truth of the embedded clause (+3/speaker is cer-
tain that it is true, 0/speaker is not certain about its
truth, −3/speaker is certain that it is false).

2.1 Recast for NLI

For each item, we take the context and target
sentence to be the premise, and the embedded
clause in the target sentence to be the hypothesis.

2The original CommitmentBank is available at https:
//github.com/mcdm/CommitmentBank

Entailment Neutral Contradiction Total

Train 115 16 119 250
Dev 23 5 28 56
Test 113 16 121 250

Total 251 37 268 556

Table 2: Number of items with each gold label in each
split. Split are from Wang et al. (2019a).

We identified a subset of the CommitmentBank
with high annotator agreement, and assigned cat-
egorical labels (entailment/neutral/contradiction)
to them according to their mean annotations in
[−3, 3]. We label an item as entailment if at least
80% of its annotations are within [1, 3], where the
speaker is committed to the complement p, as neu-
tral if within [0], where the speaker is uncommit-
ted toward p, as contradiction if within [−3,−1]
where the speaker is committed to ¬p. We discard
the item if less than 80% of the annotations are
within one of the three sub-ranges. Table 1 con-
tains examples from CB with the original mean
annotation and the gold NLI label. The number
of items in each class is in Table 2.

2.2 Possible Annotation Artifacts

Since the hypotheses in CB are extracted from the
premises instead of generated by annotators, we
expect CB to contain less annotation artifacts com-
pared to SNLI or MultiNLI.

Length Gururangan et al. (2018) found that en-
tailed hypotheses in SNLI tend to be shorter and
neutral ones longer.3 The hypothesis length in the
CB train set is distributed evenly across the three
classes (mean length 8.5 tokens for entailment, 6.6
for neutral and 7.3 for contradiction).

Lexical Features Following Gururangan et al.
(2018), we computed the PMI between each
unigram/4-gram and class in the training set,4 cap-
turing the extent to which an expression is associ-
ated with each class. Table 3 gives the five uni-
grams and 4-grams with the highest PMI values.
For hypotheses, there don’t seem to be any dis-
criminating expressions. In particular, negation
words are not features for contradiction, in con-
trast to SNLI and MultiNLI. For premises, we find
some expressions that are strongly associated with

3In SNLI, about half of the entailed hypotheses have to-
ken length less than 5, while a similar portion of the neutral
hypothesis have length under 12 tokens.

4We applied add-one smoothing to the raw counts.

https://github.com/mcdm/CommitmentBank
https://github.com/mcdm/CommitmentBank
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Hypothesis
Entailment Neutral Contradiction

Mr C ##rois ##set by pretty the cat was well really ’ s going to
been the language was peeled cat at any given moment people a de ##ter ##rent
. language was peeled down moment any given moment a can de ##ter ##rent to
had no women are allowed response given moment a response go is going to be
- women are allowed to ban moment a response of parents it was too long

Premise
Entailment Neutral Contradiction

g might have known that clever Do you think that mean . B : I
herself . You could say Nicky . Do you think five don ’ t think
perhaps Mr . An ##tar pressure you know , what care B : Uh ,
wrong . An ##tar ’ Base ‘ ‘ I hope guy : I don ’
notice An ##tar ’ s radio ‘ I hope you jury , I mean ,

Table 3: Unigrams and 4-grams with top 5 PMI with each class for the hypotheses and premises. We used the BERT
cased tokenizer, which marks split word pieces with ##. The 4-grams in the hypotheses listed here share the same
PMI values with many other 4-grams in the same class (745 for entailment, 60 for neutral, 6 for contradiction).

a particular class. But most of these expressions
align with linguistic generalizations about these
particular constructions, as elaborated on below.

Entailment The most discriminating expres-
sions for the entailment premises include modal
operators perhaps, could and might. This is be-
cause 63 out of the 115 entailment items in the
train set involve the modal environment. Fac-
tive verbs notice and know are also discriminat-
ing features of entailment, indicating that factive
verbs tend to suggest the truths of their comple-
ment (Karttunen, 1971).

Neutral The most discriminating expressions
for the neutral class include questions: Do you
think. This is due to the fact that 10 out of 16 neu-
tral items are under the question environment.

Contradiction For contradiction, the most dis-
criminating expressions involve neg-raising con-
structions (I don’t think/know/believe that p,
where the speaker is committed to p being false),
filler phrases Uh and I mean, and indicator of
speakers in dialogues B:. These are all character-
istic of the Switchboard genre, which makes up
80% of the contradictions in the training set.

3 Predicting NLI labels

We evaluate BERT, the state-of-the-art model for
NLI, on CB.5 The BERT model follows the stan-
dard practice for sentence-pair tasks as in Devlin
et al. (2019). We concatenate the premise and
the hypothesis with [SEP], prepend the sequence

5We used jiant (Wang et al., 2019b) with the
bert large cased model for all our experiments.

with [CLS], and feed the input to BERT. The rep-
resentation for [CLS] is fed into a softmax layer
for a three-way classification.

For all experiments, we used the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an initial learn-
ing rate of 1e-5, a batch size of 8, and fine-tuned
with at most 10 epochs on each dataset. We fine-
tuned BERT with three different sets of training
data: CB only (CBB), MultiNLI only (MNLIB),
and MultiNLI first then CB (MNLI+CBB).6 For
comparison, we also included the models’ perfor-
mance on the MultiNLI dev set.

Baselines We included two baselines: a bag-of-
words baseline (CBOW) in which each item is rep-
resented as the average of its tokens’ GloVe (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) vectors; a Heuristics baseline,
only applicable to the CB dataset, which uses five
rules based on the observations in Section 2.2: 1.
items under modals are entailments, 2. neg-raising
items of the form I don’t think/know/believe are
contradictions, 3. items with factive verbs are en-
tailments, 4. items under negation are contradic-
tions, 5. all other items are neutral.

Human Performance We included human per-
formance on CB from Wang et al. (2019a) ob-
tained by asking crowdworkers to re-annotate a
part of the test set. The MultiNLI human per-
formance accuracy is for the matched/mismatched
test set from Nangia and Bowman (2019).

Results Table 4 shows the results. CBOW does
not perform well on either datasets. On the CB

6Superscript B denotes BERT model tuned on the corre-
sponding dataset to distinguish them from the actual datasets.
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Figure 1: Precision, recall and F1 of each class on the CB test set for three BERT variants and Heuristics.

CB MultiNLI
Acc. F1 Acc. F1

CBOW 69.2 47.6 71.2 71.2
MNLIB 77.6 66.7 83.6 83.6
Heuristics 81.2 71.3 - -
CBB 85.2 81.2 41.1 30.6
MNLI+CBB 91.2 85.3 72.3 74.4

Human 98.9 95.8 92.0/92.8 -

Table 4: Performance on the CB test set and the
MultiNLI dev set.

data, the heuristics based on linguistic generaliza-
tions is a strong baseline, performing better than
MNLIB . We gain a lot of performance with su-
pervision from CB only (CBB), which aligns with
McCoy et al.’s observation that BERT performs
very well when trained with in-domain data. The
best results are obtained by MNLI+CBB on CB
and by MNLIB on MultiNLI, but still lag behind
human performance. While MNLI+CBB gives the
best performance on CB, it does not perform well
on MultiNLI. This is in line with Liu et al. (2019)
who found that fine-tuning on datasets that test for
a specific linguistic phenomenon decrease the per-
formance on the original dataset.

4 Analysis

Figure 1 shows the precision, recall and F1 scores
of each class on the CB test set for the three BERT
variants and the Heuristics baseline. Heuristics
performs similarly as CBB on all classes. Com-
pared with CBB , MNLI+CBB improves the over-
all performance of contradiction and the recall
of neutral. MNLIB identifies contradictions with
perfect precision but poor recall. All models do
poorly on the neutral class, which has very few
items in the dataset and no clear linguistic gener-
alizations.

Correct label with Heuristics? Yes (203) No (47)

CBB 88.7 55.8
MNLIB 68.9 55.7
MNLI+CBB 89.4 68.5

Table 5: F1 scores of the three BERT models on the
CB test set divided by whether Heuristics predicts the
correct label (size of each subset in parentheses).

Linguistic Generalizations and Beyond 80%
of the predictions of both CBB and MNLI+CBB

are the same as the predictions of the Heuristics
baseline, while it drops to 69.6% for MNLIB . We
divided the test set by whether Heuristics predicts
the correct label. Table 5 reports the models’ F1
scores on the two subsets. CBB and MNLI+CBB

performances on the Yes-items are similar and
both outperforming MNLIB (statistically signifi-
cant improvements, McNemar’s test, p < 0.01).
There is no statistical difference between the mod-
els’ performance for the No-items. There is thus
a performance gap between items requiring more
pragmatic reasoning in general (No-items) and
items which can be correctly predicted by identify-
ing certain structures (Yes-items), suggesting that
there is still work to achieve robust language un-
derstanding. Table 6 shows some items on which
MNLI+CBB still fails.

Feature Probing To investigate whether BERT
actually learns the linguistic features from the
Heuristics baseline and uses them to make NLI
predictions, we trained two probing models to pre-
dict 1. whether the clause-embedding verb is fac-
tive and 2. the type of entailment-canceling envi-
ronment. Following Tenney et al. (2019), we take
the weighted sum of BERT layers (fine-tuned for
NLI) to produce a pooled representation for each
token. Unlike Tenney et al. (2019), in which the
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Figure 2: Results on the two probing tasks using pa-
rameters from MNLI+CBB . Lineplots show model’s
F1 scores when using encoding layers up to the x-th
layer. Barplots show the scalar mixing weights.

representations for the word tokens are used, we
take the representation of the [CLS] token for
each item and fed it into a MLP classifier to pre-
dict whether the discourse has certain features. We
extracted the trained scalar mixing weights to see
the importance of the different layers. For each
layer k, we trained a series of classifiers using all
previous layers up to k, to measure at which layer
the feature can be correctly predicted.7

We did the above experiments in two settings:
1. fine-tune all BERT layers to learn the feature-
specific representations, and 2. freeze BERT lay-
ers tuned for NLI and only train the probing clas-
sifier. The results are shown in Figure 2.

When fine-tuning BERT layers for each fea-
ture task, we see that performance increases as
more layers are added. Factives, conditionals, and
modals are correctly predicted at later layers than
nonfactives and negation. For conditionals and
modals, this might be due to the fact that they are
rare in the dataset. Factives possibly require more
contextual information in order to be learned: the
scalar weights indicate that factivity is processed
at higher layers than entailment-canceling envi-
ronment. This is consistent with the language
acquisition literature (Hacquard and Lidz, 2019)
which suggests that rich syntactic/pragmatic infor-

7The code and data are available at https://github.
com/njjiang/jiant/tree/cb_emnlp19.

Premise: B: Yeah, it’s called VCX or something like that.
Also called Delta Clipper, which is a decent name for
something like that. A: Wow. Well, I don’t know. you
think you’d, uh, go up in space if you had a chance?
Hypothesis: speaker B would go up in space if he had a
chance
H: neutral B: contradiction Gold: neutral

Premise: Those people... Not a one of them realized I
was not human. They looked at me and they pretend I’m
someone called Franz Kafka. Maybe they really thought I
was Franz Kafka.
Hypothesis: he was Franz Kafka
H & B: entailment Gold: contradiction

Table 6: Items in the test set with predictions the by
Heuristics baseline (H) and MNLI+CBB (B). The first
one is correctly predicted by Heuristics, while the sec-
ond one is not.

mation is required to learn the semantics of factive
verbs.

However, when we freeze the BERT parame-
ters from MNLI+CBB , the models always give
the highest probability to negation environment
and nonfactive verb, resulting in zero F1s on ev-
ery other feature. The scalar mixing weights
are smaller than the weights from the fine-tuned
model. This suggests that, although BERT can
learn these features with direct supervision, train-
ing BERT for NLI does not result in representa-
tions that encode these features: the model relies
on other statistical clues to make decisions.

5 Conclusion

We introduce CB as a dataset for NLI, and show
that it does not contain annotation artifacts in the
hypotheses in contrast to previous NLI datasets.
Our evaluation shows that despite the high F1
scores, BERT models have systematic error pat-
terns, suggesting that they still do not capture the
full complexity of human pragmatic reasoning.
There is much room for improvement, and the CB
dataset will be a useful testbed to assess models’
progress on such reasoning.
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